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– cMPS + cMPS = cMPS 
U. Schollwoeck, Annals of Physics 326, 96 (2011) 
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 Schmidt coefficients: 
– Entanglement: r > 1 
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Continuous limit of a MPS 
• Matrix product state 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
– Tensor product 
– Bond dimension: D (Schmidt rank) 
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• MPS: efficient representation of low-energy states 
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Physical interpretation 
Calculus with cMPS 
• Variational method – ground states 
• Second quantization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
 
cMPS 
Lindblad equation 
• Kossakowski-Lindblad-Gorini-Sudarshan equation 
 
 
 
 
 
• Thermodynamic limit 
Lieb-Liniger model 
• Interacting (repulsive) bosons in 1D (two-body delta interaction) 
• Exactly solvable 
• Experimentally accessible 
 
 
  
 
• Energy density with cMPS 
 
 
 
    Variational parameters:  
 
• Variational principle 
 
      
• Find the optimum set               which minimizes the energy density 
 ground state approximation !!! 
Variational ground state 
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Simulation of cMPS 
Low-E characterization 
Quijandría, García-Ripoll and Zueco. PRB 90, 235142 (2014) 
• Bosonization 
Continuous Matrix Product States 
(cMPS) 
Quijandría, García-Ripoll and Zueco. PRB 90, 235142 (2014) 
• Our work: 
– Generalization to study coupled bosonic fields 
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Quijandría, García-Ripoll and Zueco. PRB 90, 235142 (2014) 
• Our work: 
– Check: low-E (again!) 
DMRG: Kleine et al. New J. Phys. 10 045025 (2008) 
Continuous Matrix Product States 
(cMPS) 
• Our work: 
– Characterization of a phase transition 
Papp et al. PRL 101, 040402 (2008) 
Continuous Matrix Product States 
(cMPS) 
• Our work: 
– Full characterization of a phase transition: fluctuations 
Quijandría and Zueco (in press) 
Conclusions 
• Complete class for one-dimensional quantum field states. 
• Continuous limit of matrix product states 
• Open system interpretation 
• Variational search of ground states 
• Low-E: cMPS + bosonization 
• Afford for an experimental simulation 
• Extension to study interacting fields – phase transitions 
 
 

